
JOIN the uNIversIty Of malta 

as a vIsItINg studeNt

ExpEriEncE thE bEst 
of both worlds

www.um.edu.mt/int-eu/visitingstud
ents

An intErnAtionAlly rEnownEd univErsity 
on An islAnd of infinitE trEAsurEs



• international reputation
• Educational excellence spanning over 400 years
• All teaching at the university of Malta is in English  
• A multi-cultural learning environment with students from 80 

countries
• Enriching studies through extra-curricular courses: 

degreeplus  (www.um.edu.mt/degplus)
• A welcoming and inclusive campus life, offering diverse 

events and opportunities
• Malta – an island of historic and cultural wealth, idyllic 

beaches and a vibrant nightlife
• Excellent international flight connections to Africa, Asia, 

Europe, the Middle East and the usA

subJect areas:  
Accountancy  •  Arabic  •  
Archaeology  •  Anthropology  
•  banking and finance  •  
built Environment studies  
•  chinese  •  classics  •  
communication studies   
•  computer science  •  
contemporary Mediterranean 
studies  •  criminology  
•  dance  •  Economics  •  
Engineering  •  English  •  
European studies  •  french  
•  German  •  Geography  •  
Greek  •  history  •  history 
of Art  •  information and 
communication technology  
•  international relations  •  
italian  •  Journalism  •  laws  
•  linguistics  •  Maltese  •  
Management  •  Marketing  •  
Mathematics  •  Music studies  
•  near Eastern studies  •  
philosophy  •  physics  •  
psychology  •  public policy  •  
social policy  •  social studies  
•   social work  •  sociology  
•   spanish studies  •  theatre 
studies  •  theology  •  tourism  
•   youth and community 
studies

www.um.edu.mt/int-eu/visitingstudents/whychooseuom

yukI tOgawa  kONrad kNabe 

yue sheN aarON spahr

i am glad that i chose to 
study at the university of 

Malta because it has a long 
history of several hundred 
years and it is a prestigious 
institution.  since i’m a student 
of liberal arts, i believe that 
studying in a university with 
an ‘outstanding past’ can lead 
me to a ‘bright future’.  

living in Malta and 
experiencing the beauty of 
the Mediterranean sea and 
this island’s unique scenery is 
beyond one’s imagination.

i chose to participate in 
the exchange programme 

at the university of Malta for a full 
academic year because English is 
the language of instruction.   the 
lectures are interactive, lively, and 
engaging. i like Malta because of 
its beautiful sunny weather, its clear 
seas, and the friendly attitude of the 
locals.  

on visiting hagar Qim and Mnajdra 
temples in Malta, i was fascinated to 
see the oldest buildings in Europe, 
which are even older than the 
pyramids of Egypt, and for me it was 
an experience of a lifetime.

i chose to study at the 
university of Malta for 
a year because i was 

interested to learn more about 
Malta since it is an island nation 
like Japan and because of its 
multi-cultural and multi-lingual 
facets.

the university of Malta offers a 
wide range of opportunities in 
diverse areas of study and offers 
many fascinating courses.  i find 
that the lectures at the university 
of Malta have taught me to 
appreciate life in Malta and in 
Europe as a whole.

for me, the university 
of Malta offers the best 
opportunities to study 

abroad. As a German economics 
student, my main aim is to improve 
my knowledge of the English 
language. besides, the university 
offers a wide range of courses 
so i can choose exactly those 
specialised courses i need. 

Additionally, Malta is an 
interesting country where you can 
visit many sites, museums and 
historical places. to get to know a 
different place and simultaneously 
study well, the university of Malta 
for me was the best choice.


